
1)  A wall less than four tefachim (cont.) 
The Gemara unsuccessfully challenges R’ Yochanan’s posi-

tion. 
2)  Chatzeros that are not level 

It is quoted in the name of R’ Nachman: If two chatzeros are 
not level with one another and a wall is ten tefachim high from 
the lower chatzer and less than ten tefachim from the higher 
chatzer, the use of the top of the wall is granted to the residents 
of the higher chatzer. 

A similar ruling is quoted in the name of R’ Nachman con-
cerning a ditch between two chatzeros that are not level.  Use of 
the ditch is granted to the residents of the lower chatzer. 

The Gemara explains why both rulings, although similar, are 
necessary. 
3)  Lowering the height of a wall 

Ravina, explaining a ruling of the Gemara, states that if a 
brick four tefachim wide was removed from the top a wall it is 
permitted to use the entire wall, but if the brick is less than four 
tefachim wide only the area where the brick was removed may be 
used. 

R’ Yechiel ruled: If a basin was placed next to a wall the 
height of the wall is considered diminished. 

The Gemara explains that R’ Yechiel is referring to a basin 
that was attached to the ground and therefore there is no fear 
that one may move the basin on Shabbos. 

The Gemara rules: An Egyptian ladder does not reduce the 
size of a wall, whereas a Tyrian ladder does reduce the size of a 
wall. 

Although both ladders are short, the Tyrian ladder is consid-
ered more permanent as a result of its weight. 

Abaye ruled: If two four tefachim ladders are placed on op-
posite sides of a wall and they stand within three tefachim of one 
another, the height of the wall is considered diminished.  This 
ruling applies only when the wall is less than four tefachim thick.  
But if the wall is four tefachim thick, the two ladders do not have 
to be within three tefachim of one another. 
4)  Platforms 

R’ Bibi bar Abaye ruled: If one platform is constructed over 
another platform next to the wall that separates two chatzeros, if 
either platform is four tefachim wide and there is no more than 
four tefachim between the two, the height of the wall is reduced. 

R’ Nachman in the name of Rabbah bar Avuha issued a sim-
ilar ruling concerning a ladder.  
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Which utensils may be placed on the wall? 

נ כותל שבין שתי חצירות צידו אחד גבוה “אמר רבה בר רב הונא אמר ר
 עשרה טפחים וצידו אחד שוה לארץ נותנים אותו לזה ששוה לארץ

T he scenario discussed in the sugya is of a wall which is ten 
tefachim above the floor of one chatzer, but less than ten tefachim 
from the floor of the other chatzer.  The rule is that of two neigh-
bors, we grant utility privileges to the neighbor whose usage of the 
wall is convenient.  This apparently refers to the one who can 
reach the wall without extending himself by ten tefachim. 

There seems to be no restriction to moving items from one 
chatzer to the other, according the opinion of R’ Shimon (89a).  
Accordingly, the sugya would be dealing with the law regarding 
items moved from the house into the chatzer.  Shulchan Aruch 
(372:6) rules that the owner of the chatzer which faces the less-
than-ten-tefachim height can place his items on the top of this 
wall, whether they be the items which were found in the chatzer 
itself, or whether they be the items which he takes from his house 
into the chatzer, as well.  However, the owner of the other chatzer 
is not allowed to place any of his objects upon this wall, including 
items which were in his chatzer.  This restriction seems surprising.  
Why should he not be allowed to move the items which were in 
the chatzer itself and place them on the wall? 

The source for the understanding of the Shulchan Aruch is 
from the Magid Mishna (to Rambam, Hilchos Eiruvin 3:18).  Ma-
gen Avraham explains that if we would allow full usage of  the wall 
to both neighbors, the wall would then be an extension of the 
chatzeros themselves, and this would preclude the owner of the 
lower chatzer to place items from his house into the chatzer and 
the wall.  This precaution is only used in this case where the wall 
is actually owned by both neighbors, where only in the realm of 
the halachos of eiruv is there a preference of utility to the one who 
can reach it easily.  Here, if we would allow both full access to the 
wall, it would seem as if the wall is an extension of their chatzeros, 
and we would no longer allow any of them to carry from the 
house into the chatzer.  
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בנה איצטבא על גב איצטבא...אי נמי אין בתחתונה ארבעה ויש בעליונה 
 ארבעה ואין בין זה לזה שלשה ממעט

I f one platform was constructed 
on top of another, even if the low-
er platform is not four tefachim 
wide but the upper platform is four 
tefachim wide and the two plat-
forms are within three tefachim of 
one another, the height of the wall 
is considered reduced.  
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A river that freezes over 
 התם כובדו קובעו

In that case its weight gives it permanence 

S hulchan Aruch1 rules that a city that is surrounded by a river or 
if a sea is on one side of a city it is unnecessary to make any further 
adjustment in that place since the body of water serves as a 
mechitzah.  Later authorities debate what happens in a circum-
stance when, during the winter, the river or lake freezes over so that 
it is possible to walk on the ice.  Does that body of water retain its 
status as a mechitzah or not?  Taz2 writes that once the water freezes 
the body of water loses its status as a mechitzah.  Furthermore, not 
only is it prohibited to carry in the city during the winter without 
any further adjustments, but even during the summer it is prohibit-
ed to rely on the body of water to serve as a mechitzah since the 
water can be traversed during the winter.  Magen Avrohom3 disa-
grees with Taz’s assertion that even during the summer the body of 
water may not be utilized as a mechitzah but accepts his position 
that during the winter when the water is frozen it may not be uti-
lized as a mechitzah. 

Chasam Sofer4 addressed this question regarding a specific city 
that had a river that ran along one side of it and they utilized it as a 
mechitzah even during the winter.  He suggested a rationale to disa-
gree with Taz and Magen Avrohom.  When it is possible to break 
the ice it should be no different than a removable ladder that is 
placed next to a wall that does not nullify its status as a mechitzah.  

Accordingly, the water could be considered a mechitzah even 
though it is presently covered with ice.  He then writes that in reali-
ty Taz and Magen Avrohom are correct.  Our Gemara teaches that 
an Egyptian ladder, which is one that is too heavy to be moved by 
an individual, does nullify a wall’s status as a mechitzah since its 
weight renders it permanent.  Similarly, the weight of the ice that 
would have to be removed in order to expose the amount of water 
to render it a mechitzah is great and as such it is permanent similar 
to the Egyptian ladder and thus it loses its status as a mechitzah 
when the water is frozen.  
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Mailboxes, etc.  
דכי אתא רב דימי אמר רבי יוחנן מקום שאין 
בו ארבעה על ארבעה מותר לבני רשות הרבים 
ולבני רשות היחיד לכתף עליו ובלבד שלא 

 יחליפו

A  space that is smaller in area than 
four by four tefachim (but more than 
three tefachim above the ground) is a 
makom p’tur. This is also the case when a 
hole in a wall abuts a reshus ha'rabbim. It 
is not included in the reshus ha'rabbim, 
and if it is less that four by four it is a 
makom p’tur.  

It is permissible to remove or bring 
objects from anything defined as a ma-
kom p’tur to a reshus ha'yachid or a 
reshus ha'rabbim or vice versa. One is not 
allowed, however, to remove an object 
from a reshus ha'yachid, bring it into a 

makom p’tur, and then transfer it 
through the makom p’tur to a reshus 
ha'rabbim or vice versa. If one stands in a 
reshus ha'yachid and removes, brings, 
extends or throws an object into a reshus 
ha'rabbim via a makom p’tur or vice ver-
sa, one transgresses a Torah prohibition. 
Similarly, one may not position oneself in 
a makom p’tur in order to take objects 
from an individual in a reshus ha'rabbim 
and give them to a third party in a reshus 
ha'yachid or vice versa. Even if the ma-
kom p’tur is located between two do-
mains between which it is only rabbinical-
ly forbidden to transfer objects, such as 
two yards that have not joined in a com-
mon eruv, one may not stand in that ma-
kom p’tur and transport objects from 
yard to yard (if those objects originated or 
will terminate in one of the houses front-
ing on the respective yards). 

On the basis of our Gemara, the 
Semag (Lavin§65) adds that it is also for-

bidden (by Rabbinic decree) for a person 
in the reshus ha'rabbim (or, by rabbinic 
decree, a carmelis) to place an object in a 
makom p’tur for another person on the 
other side to then take it into the reshus 
ha'yachid. The Sages forbade this case lest 
one of the people would come to perform 
all the steps himself, thus resulting in a 
Torah prohibition (see Shulchan 
Aruch,Orach Chaim 372:6). 

It would thus seem forbidden to take 
in mail that was left by the mailman in a 
mailbox that is a makom p’tur between a 
reshus ha'rabbim or carmelis and a ma-
kom p’tur. However, Teshuvos B'Tzel 
HaChochmah (3:17) suggests that the 
Semag's prohibition only applies in a case 
involving two Jews. If the mailman is not 
Jewish, the case is not subject to the Sag-
es' decree, and it would be permitted for 
the Jew to bring his mail in from the 
mailbox.  
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1. According to Rav how did Chazal deal with Rabbinic law 
differently than the way they dealt with Biblical law? 

 _____________________________________________ 
2. Why did the Gemara think there should be a difference 

between a basin with a rim and a basin without a rim? 
 _____________________________________________ 
3. Why does an Egyptian ladder not reduce the height of a 

wall? 
 _____________________________________________ 
4. What is a “ladder whose rungs fly”? 
 _____________________________________________ 
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